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NEWSLETTER DEADLINE 

Deadline ~or read~-to-use material ~or the next Newsletter is 
December 31, 1976. Material reauiring editing/re-t~pins must be 
in earlier. Read~-to-use material should be prepared on 8 1/2 
by - 11 inch white bond paper. A one inch margin should be 
maintained on both sides, on the top and on the bottom_ Material 
should be reasonabl~ clean, legible, suf~icientl~ dark COpy for 
printing. Materials prepared on electrostatic pri~ters (e.g. 
Versatec printers, Xerox machines, etc.) is often unsuitable for 
photosraphic reproduction. 

SIG BUSINESS 

The DECUS/US Executive Board has Just informed me that the~ have 
voted to refuse our reQuest for representation on the board. I 
think that a full discussion of the subJect should be deferred 
until the next - newsletter to sive the steerins committee a 
chance to talk to the boara ~embers during the Fall Sy~posium. 

OS/8 DATE 

The Question of what is goins to happen about the OS/8 date came 
UP aSain a few da~s aSo when Dave Kristol called. As ever~Qne 
who has looked at ~he instd~s of 05/8 knows the date word format 
can onl~ accommodate dates throush the end of next Year. :he 
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monitor will not accept dates be~ond 31-dec-77. Even ~7 it w0ul~ 

there is no way to represent the date in the 12 bits which have 
been allocated. Wit~' Just 13 months to go till the date blows UP 

it seems as thoudh DEC will have to make a decision almost 
immediatly on what to do 2nd how to set it out to all the users 
o~ the system. Either so~e collection o~ patches wiil have to be 
published or a new release of the ssstem will have to be ~eads 

and out to users b~ t~e end of next sear. I have ms doubts about 
the second happening in time considering the turn around time 
and cost 90r a new release. On the other hand patche3 mas have 
to be fairly extensive and there mas be a temptation to decide 
on a solution more on the basis of how eass it is to patch into 
the system than on how viable it will be in the Ions run. I 
understand that even in the big-buck world of DECSYSTEM-I0 there 
was recently a similar crisis that was n0t fixed till after 
their date word ran out. 

It might be that user input on how to solve the problem could be 
useful. ConsiderinS the problem of maintaining cOffiPatibilits 
with thE? e!·~isting files as well as a larse cHh01.lnt of user 
written scftware thE onl~ solution short of total overhaul o~ 

the date scheme and all the files and programs that use it is 
some sort of a compomise. 
I would like for everyone who is interested to think about the 
problems and possible sol~tions and to send me ans Sood ide3s. 
To set YOU started consider the following approach: 
1) To avoid the need to modifs the wa~ PIP,FOTP and mans ather 
programs treat the extra lnformation words in directories not to 
mention many other difficulties I will tr~ to sta~ with one 12 
bit date word as far as device directories goes. This will 
maximize compatibilit~ with existing files and file manipulation 
so~tware like PIP and FOTP. 
2) The current rule for creating an OS/8 date word is to 
subtract 1970 from the ~ear. The result is reGuired to be 
between zero and seven. this is wh~ the monitor sass 1/1/78 is a 
bad date. If we change the rule to sas subtract, 1970 -frfllll the 
ye~lr then take the result MOD 8 (i.e. ffias~ it to three bits) 
then the resulting value will fit in the available three bits 
for the year. The years between 1970 and 1977 will remain 
unchanged. 3) Now we have to deal with how to distinguish 1970 
from 1978. This is obviousls the basic problem. The current rule 
for interpreting the date word sass to consider the ~ear bits as 
a value to be added to 1970. If somewhe~e in the ssstem a lonser 
version of the year were available we could chanSe the rule to 
say that the three year bits defined dates in the eight ~ears 
preceding today (or this year). For example a few bits could be 
allocated in locatiun 07777 to define the bits Just to t~e left 
of the current three year bits. The~ would be picked UP bv 
programs that knew about them, shifted into bits 7 and 8 an(i 
then added to -the cu~rent three I.Jits which 90 in bi ts 9 t,flru 11. 
The entire result would then be added to 1970. Wi~~ two extra 
bits the year would be extended to 2001. By comparin~ the 
unsigned value of the s~andard 12 bIt system date with the 
pa rt i cu 1 a r date WeJ rd ':;lDIJ a I'e .; nt,e T'P ret i ns ~ou COIJ 1 d dete I'm i ne if 
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the ~~te will come out in the future+ If so YOU subtract eight 
from the result to make it a date in the past. All this 50unds 
rather complex I am sure but it really is not and it has the 
sdvantase that with only a ver~ small patch La the DATE function 
the system ~ill accept the new dat2s. ProSrarus that do Got know 
about the new convention will still work but thes w111 print out 
a date that is eight ~ears back from the correct one for date~ 
after 1/1/78. The advantage of this scheme is that unless ~ou 

are playing Sames with dates in the future ~ou alwass can 
represent the maximum range of eight ~ears back from the present 
correctly. Other schemes that have been kicked around involve 
periodically redefining the base ~ear (i.e. 1970) to be 
increrdentec b~ sas four ~e.~rs. This approach sacri f-ices some of 
the range back from the p~esent, it reGuires either the same 
a11oc~tion o~ bits in the sssteffl or patches to evers program 
every time the base year changes and it reauires the same 
comparison with the current s~steffi date to decide how to 
interpret the date in Question. 
If DEC would agrp.e to some sJ.lch scheme a~ -thi s we could start 
modif~ing our ~rograffiS new to be ready and patches to DEC 
sr~tware would be practical in the time frame available to at 
least assure a minimal solution Defore 1/1/78. 

NOTE FROM CHASE AMB~ER 

Chase Ambler has written about the charges for updat~s from OS/8 
V3 to 05/8 V3C. He was charged $~OO for the update! I have 
2hecked with my local DEC office and found the following; 1) the 
price for an initial order of 05/8 ~as Sone UP from $300 to 
$400. 2) The update charge for licensed users is now $150 -
however yOU must use a special variation of the order number (it 
has an H in it) to get that price. Failure of Chase's salesman 
to establish this is the most likel~ reason for nlS trouble. 
Note also that according to m~ salesman the source update polic~ 
is still not set. AccordiGg to him the present situation is that 
updates of sources are still charged for at full price! Ans of 
~ou who 2~ree with me that this is ver~ unfair and unreasonable 
~hould make the loudest possible complaints to DEC. Chase is 
also looking for i~formation on t~pewriter Guality terminals. 
Any help yOU can offer would be of intere~t to llIan~ of olJr 
fhelTlbe rs so send a cOP'~ to me.. Cil(0Ck the at,tached let te T' f() T' 

details and address. 

NOTf- '::·!.~UM H/:,L SINGEr.;: 

lidl (who puts out a verY inrormation filled newsletter about 
m1CrOCOm?u~er topics with his students) wrote about a couple ~f 

things he and -501l1e of his stude·nts have been d()in~. Fi_pst is a 
f· r' 09 r a III C a 11 e d F I L S A V .- An 0 S / 8 AS C I I F i :I. e S a v i '-1 ~_:_~ P r () ~J 'j' a ITI b s 
David Bryant. FIlSAV is a program to locat~ ~nd retrieve ASCII 
ffi~terial from deVIces where other pro~rams (PIP or FOTP) are 
IJnuseable. E~<aIT!P:J.f~s of use would iJ(-? to l'e"'T'i(0VC file:; lo::;t 
t; 11' 0 U 8 h del e t i un, d ire c -t, 0 l' ~ f cd. lu T' e (.) r- f:i.:I. e s "J 1. t h :i III b (-? d d p d I '- 0 
prT'or-s .. 
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With FILSAV the user may search entire devices for specified 
lines or phrases, perform director~ lookups <when the directors 
exists), examine specified blocks and cop~ desired blocks onto 
another device. All these can be performed with a few simple 
command~. making the retrieval of lost files an eass task. 
Hal says this program was motivated bs havins directories wear 
out on the floppy disks on the school's three CLASSICs. It has 
some of the flavor of FUTIL and some of the same function as the 
special patch to TEeD for doing whole device searches for ASCII 
text but this program seems to wrap UP the package for it's 
intended use very nicel~. This is the sort of utility program 
~ou suddenly find your self in need of some Fridas night at 9:30 
when ~ou start gettins errors on the disc or tape with the onl~ 

cop~ of something vital. When Hal submits it to DECUS it would 
be a good thinS for many users to order so thes will have it 
when the need presents itself. 

Hal also wrote 3bout some work Dave has been doing on EDU25. He 
added a floppy ciisc driver when DEC indicated it was not going 
to be able to do so. The addition sields a 4 to 5 user CLASSIC 
(programed in BASIC) which Hal thinks is -a fantastic ssstem a

• 

If he could gPt the loan of 16K of memors and a terminal 
inter~ace board from DEC he would make the mods that would 
result in an 8 user system with floppy BASIC file storage that 
could be sold for under $20~OOO. Hal has siven information on 
the s~stem to his local salesman who will present it to DEC 
Educational Products. He hopes EDU will decide if it should So 
into DECUS or be suPPorted in some other way. Perhaps the PDP-8 
product line (which is still not reall~ in the EDU part of the 
market) should give this a look in terms of it's broader markets 
too. Hal's address is Cabrill0 Computer Center, Cabrillo High 
School, 4350 Constellation Road, Lompoc, California 93436. 

NOTE FROM H. DOMINIC J. COVVEY 

Mr. COVVy has sent me a cOPS of the writeup for his SUPERFOCAL. 
He describes his program as follows: SUPERFOCAL is a superset of 
DEC's FOCAL 1969. It contains features found in OMSI's PS/8 
FOCAL as well as additional ones for text manipulation. 
It has an integral stand-alone operating system working from 
pre-formatted disk cartridges. Two eGual priorit~ users are 
suPPorted in a timesharin~ mode. A user continues e~ecution 

until his time slice is ended or until he would have to wait 
anywa~ such as durins terminal I/O. 
Each user has a separate coP~ of FOCAL with links to common 
routines in the executive. The user's cops o~ FOCAL and all 
status tables are core resident; however~ some command overla~s 
are stored on disk and are called as needed. These over12~s are 
three pages long and at present there are two; one containing 
LIBRARY commands and one contail)in~ functions~ The disk READ 
and WRIYE commands are alwa~s resident. 
Program size is 30 pa~es or 7,680 6-bit characters. In 
addition, each proSram ma~ chain to 2 total of 40 other prG~rams 
which are stored on disk. 
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Mr. COVVEY also sent in~ormation on three other documents: 
1) CLIFFS - The CLincial Focal File S~stem. The application of 
Super~ocal to the database area in support of a cardiac 
pacemaker clinic. 
2) HEMO A complete reportinS s~stem for a cardiac 
catheterization lab. 
3) LP A light pen/television data displa~ s~stem applied to 
anal~sis of left ventricular function. 
Jud~ing ~rQm the write UP and the description of the 
applications this sounds a lot like like MUMPS. The main 
functional di~ference seems to be that there is no eauivalent to 
MUMPS' exotic structure for storing and re~erencing data. 
The address is Cardiovascular Unit Computer Room, Toronto 
General Hospital~ Toronto 101, Ont., Canada. 

NAVY FOCAL 

Harold E. Cronin has sent alons inforffiation on a 12K version of 
OMSI FOCAL which he has developed for a PDP8e installation, 
which he calls NAVY FOCAL. Among it's features he lists! 
1) Plotter and character generator for XY8e 
2) Tape reader ~or GOULD 6000 datalogger 
3) Displa~ ~unction ror two color VR20 
4) Reader ~unction for 1/2- DEC magtape - TU10 
5) Reader ~or Metrodata DL 622 datalogger 
6) Function to read the switch registers 
7) A virt~al memor~ system using the RKBe disk to allow UP to 

21,420 variables 
Harold is at The Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, Cali~ornia 

93555. 

NOTE FROM JOHN YOUNGQUIST 

John wrote to call our attention to an interesting sounding 
publicetion which he recentl~ received. The paper is entitled 
·Conversion of DEC PDP-8 Fortran to Interruptable Operation-. 
It adds rinS buf~ered interupt driven handlers for TTY, HSR/P, 
and suPPorts device 4, (LPT: and CDR: not suPPorted)~ Also RT 
~lock and some special DF-32 support is included. The paper is 
over 60 pages of description, flow charts, and complete 
listings. It gets around the problem of auto-loading the 
interupt stu~~ at locations 1,2 and 3 ver~ nicel~ he sa~s. To 
get this paper reQuest: 

AECL Publication No. 4663 
from: 
Scienti~ic Document Distribution Office 
Atomic Eners~ o~ Canada Ltd. 
Chalk River Ontario 
Canada KO . .1 I JO 

and include $3.50 in Canadian funds. 
John has recentl~ adapted a KV8I graphics s~stem for his PDP8s. 
He would like to ~ind someone who has a cop~ of EDGRIN and/or 
the documentation. He sa~s that he can not set an~ i0formation 
on EDGRIN from DEC. John's address i~ Verus Insruments Inc., Box 
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122, Fort Erie, Ontariof Canada. 

NOTE FROM PHIL SIEMANS 

Phil sent along a copy of" his Mode A EAE routines Tor FORTRA:-' II 
and he says that he has submitted them to DECUS. For those oT 
~ou interested in the 23 bit "format he uses to speed UP the 
routines and how it ~its into the desiSn o"f FORTRAN II the write 
UP documents the details. 

NOTE FROM FRIEDEHANN BRAUER 

Friedemann wrote to say that he had revised Ian Templeton's 
·packed- format systpm device handler for the Sykes 7100 floppy 
disk. He has made it handle a dual drivey buffered system 
(S~kes 7250). He is planning to submit the system device 
handler FLOPSY (with entr~ points for both drives) and also a 
two page non-s~stem device handler for both units called FLOPNS 
to DECUS. His address is HNO Forschunsstrakt, Klinikum Westendy 
Spandauer Damm 130, D-IOOO Berlin 19, Germany. 

MATERIAL FROM VERNON BLACKMORE 

Vernon has sent along the DECUS submission forms and write ups 
~or a set OT 05/8 proSrams he has developed. The submission 
tapes are to ~ollow. They are Quite interesting and I suspect 
that a number of YOU will want to look at one or the other of 
his submissions. Firs~ is KBLD which is a building program that 
converts 08/8 to use a KV8 displa~ for the ke~board monitor, 
command decoder, teleype handler and DDT. Most OS/8 programs 
may easil~ be modi~ied to use the KV8 for output. Patchs are 
included for FORTRAN II (plus Sraphics routines), FORTRAN IV and 
EDIT. The EDIT patch also implements additional commands such as 
append "froll, the high speed readet' and line number listing. 
The other submission is called LOG. It has two main functions: 
1) to record details on the use of the machine and 2) to 
allocate to each user a part of a mass stora~e device. Large 
storage devices may be split UP into smaller separate devices 
which r-emoves director~ overt'low problems and gives users their 
own individual disk space. The LOG system comprises three 
proSrams! LOG.PA - the source, MULT.PA - a special handler, and 
LOGANL.FT - an analysis proSram for the los file created b~ LOG. 
Also included are a sourc~ of his modified version of CeL which 
includes a number of useful commands and a copy of ~ besinners 
guide to his 05/8 system that miSht be of interest to an~one 
trying to write a similar suide for his particular installation. 
Until the tapes arrive and the submissicn is p~ocessed bs DECUS 
yOU can inaulre of Vernon at his new address for correspondence 
which is 18 Brookfield Road, Heaton Chapel, Stockport, EnSland. 

INPUTS FROM CHARLES LASNER 

I recentlw received a thick stack o~ material from Mr. Lasner. 
First, a summary of a write UP on the P?S/8 monitor: 
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The Pol~technic Question Societ~ Monitor 
system Tor 

Ssstem 
the 

(P?S/S) is a 
PDP-8 computer. complete pro~ram development 

Included are facilities for 
assembly lan~uage programs; 
facility. 

editin~, assembling. and loading 
and an extensive FOCAL programin~ 

The P?S mGnitor reauires a 
console I/O device, and 
S~stem device handlers are 
storage device, rangin~ 

LINCtape and DF32 disk to 
cartridge disk system. 

4K PDP-8 (or eGuivalent) CPU~ a 
a system device of at least 32K words. 
available for almost evers PDP-8 mass 
from devices as archaic as the LINC-8 
those as recent as the DSD/DYNEX 

A ma~or design criterion of P?S has been to provide the best 
possible level of performance fer the user with the minimal 
hardware confiSuration. For example, in a benchmark test, a P?S 
assembly on DECtape took only twice as long as the eGuivalent 
OS/8 assembly on RK8 disk; whereas an 05/8 DECtape assembly took 
eight to ten times as long. 
The system is comprised of: 1) The file £~stem, 2) The keyboard 
monitor (and integrated system editor), 3) The assembler (PAL)~ 

4) The binary loader (BIN)~ 5) The octal debugging techniaue 
(DDT), 6) P?S FOCAL, 7) ~he system utilit~ programs. 

Also included in the package was an offer of information about a 
pair of handlers for a high speed inter-processor buffer option 
designed b~ David Soergel of Ssracuse Univ. One of the handlers 
is a s~stem device handler which means that the remote machine 
can provided the actual system device. Speed is so fast (18 
microseconds per 12 bit word) YOU don't really notice the effect 
of the remote SYS:. In Tact he has connected a PDP-Be to a 
LINC-8 so that tt:e LINCtape lOOKS like it is connected directls 
to the 8. Another configuration using the IPB is to run LAP6W 
(on the LING-8) on a VT-8e (on the Be) by patching PROGOFOP to 
do I/O to the IPS rather than to the TTY. Also il)cluded is much 
more on good things being done on the LINC-8 like 4000 block 
(128 words/block) tapes that work on PDP-12s. Write him for more 
info. 

Another item is two DECtape handlers. TC08SY.PA is a s~stem 
device handler for TeOl/TCOS DECtape that provides for both 
DTAO: (SYS:) and DTAl:. The other handler (nTX) is a two paSe 
handler for TCOI/TC08 that provides for 8 file structured 
(single tape) entry points and also 8 non-file structured 
(multitape) entry points. The non-file structured operation 
unloads a tape after it is full and waits for the next tape to 
be mounted then continues. This last would be nice where ~ou 
want to output something like a listing to tape but it is too 
Ions for a single tape. 

Also included is a IonS list of complaints about the RXOl floppy 
disc s~steffi with a claim that there are serious error conditions 
which are not handled properl~ and which he sa~5 cannot be 
handled (for 05/8) due to hardware limitations and limited space 
in device handlers. 
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The address ~or ~urther in~ormation is P?S N.Y.~ 72-55 
Metropolitan Ave., Hiddlu Villa~e N.Y. N.Y., 11379. 

NOTE FROM CHRISTOPHER F.F. MACKAY 

Christopher writes to sa~ that he has worked out a bootstrap 
that ~oes on block 0 o~ a DECtape so that when the TD8E ROM 
bootstrap is started, his RXOl is booted. This is a neat wa~ of 
saving the cost o~ a new bootstrap ROM when ~ou upgrade your 
system. He is interested in hearing ~rom an~one who has had 
experience in linking a Nuclear Data NDIOO Multichannel AnalYser 
to an Omnibus 8. His address is The Ro~al Sussex County 
Hospital, Brighton, BN2 5FE, U.K. 

NOTE FROM HANS PETER STOEHREL 

Hans wrote with a couple of Guestions! Has anyone tried to 
handle both upper and lower case characters in 05/8 FORTRAN IV? 
He says it is eas~ in FORTRAN II. He would a?peciate an~ help or 
he will collaborate with someone. He is also interested in 
hearin~ ~rom an~one ~ho has a DOUBLE PRECISION software pacKage 
~or either 05/8 FORTRAN IV or FORTRAN II. On both these 
Questions I would like to get a COpy of any in~ormation YOU have 
because these a~estions come UP ~reauently. Hans' address is c/o 
Institut ~or Hodellstatik, Universitat Stuttgart, 7 stuttgart 1, 
Keplerstabe 11, Postfach 560, Stuttsart, GERMANY. 

NOTE FROM BRIAN CONVERSE 

Brian writes: 
·Two ~ears ago when I first started to use a PDP-12, I found 
that the console was a little bit weird. As time went on, and I 
became more ~amiliar with it, I wrote of~ the con ~le as an 
econom~ measure or as an exalted concession to LINC-8 and 
classic LINe users. I began to notice other things as I began to 
use the disk, magtape and FPP - there weren't an~ lights! The 
FPP is buried down in there and it Just laughs at you. 
Now the classic LINC had a few ~eatures that still haunt me. 
For one thing, there was a light ~or everything in the 
·standard- con~iguration. None o~ the manufactures (US Gov't, 
Spear, DEC, and a few university ope~tions) o~fered other than 
the ·standard- configuration. So ever~body had all the basics; 
none o~ this like our TU-68C (PEC 6X60) 9-track drive, serial 
numbe~ 25 that I have to xerox the manual for to explain 
di~~erences with the Te-58 or to prove DEC made them. And those 
console lamps looked sexy, relamped immediately, and lasted for 
years (28 volt lamps runnins on 15 volts). The 23 classic LINCs 
the government made had teflon (c. 1963) insulated wire in the 
c~nsole unit and reallw sood switches. It's hard to iffiasine 
Dick Cla~ton willingl~ allowed the PDP-12 to have such a 
horrible console. It's hard to ima~ine what anguistl and 
compromise Wesle~ Clark had to So thru to come UP with 0 salable 
LINe-e. 
And it's hard to believe Dan Smith can E-stop at 40 and 
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exam/depo3it and live. H~ experience has been that E-stop and 
F-stop STOP risht in the middle o~ an instruction and any 
exam/deposit (with or without steppinS) can ~oul thinSs UP. 
Watching the lishtsp I think what happens is that there is a mem 
addr to PC transfer that is part o~ what classic LINe called 
GGNI seauence: -Go Get Next Instruction-. Since ycu've chanSEd 
the memor~ address, that address goes into the PC and the PDP-12 
~oes of~ into OZ somewhere. The reason is that the PDP-12 
doesn't ~inish the instruction cycle - it Just hangs there with 
an un~inished c~cle like an i~iot. Now I've done marvelous 
things because it doesn'tp but I did wonderous things on a 
classic LINC, which did, and given the choice, I'd pre~er the 
LINC's wa~. The losic density on the LINe was zero compared to 
the 12 <one LINC card eauals about one IC in the 12~) yet LINC 
was smart enough to ~inish out the cycle when you hit EXAM! The 
-12 should've had a superior console, like E-sto? on the 23rd 
re~erence to location 345 or when location 345 eouals 0007. The 
instruction trap should have a (displayed on console) mask 
register, etc., etc. I hate DDT. In ~act, I've never used it. 
The onl~ place ~or so~tware DDT is in microcoded machines where 
it's invisible to the object code. 
I've sot a problem - I'm using PDP-12 FAST SAMPLE mode with the 
API on servicing the KW12 clock. The ·backsround- code is an 
8-channel displa~ of signals on 8 A-D ch~nnels being sampled 
ever~ clock interrupt. Additional A-D channels are sampled upon 
schmitt trisser interrupt. The displayed channels can be 
positioned b~ the 8 analog knobs. The problem is, I get 
interrupts ~rom the clock which cause sampling that messes UP 
the knob values at times because o~ the asynchronous nature o~ 
the interrupts. I'd switch to regular sampling but I'm in as 
tight a loop as possible now and can't a~ford any more flicker. 
So the background ·displ~~· has this random ·~uzz· allover it. 
An~bod~ got a way to read the current mux channel on the 121 
<I'll have to do it in the relatively infreQuent clock 
interrupts, and I rail at having to pick interrupted PC out of 
API stack and back UP thru code looking for the last SAM the 
onl~ solution I can think of) 
Also to Dan Smith take a look at FPP-12 manual for 
EXAM/DEPOSIT ritual to beat all. Makes single-stepping with. 
FPP-12 lQok like 15th century torture. Now, in our case if YOU 

tlJrn on API ••• ! 
One da~ I have alwa~s planned to write a program called ·console 
on scope- for the 12 with a light pen. This would allow real 
fancy console design. In ~act, on~ day I hope to see an LSI-ll 
type machine with microcoded or micro-computer driven CRT 
·console- display that YOU can rearranSe (~ou could have a flip 
switch to go to regular display mode or even have superposition 
o~ hardware-generated ·console· on software-Senarated 
displa~s).-

Brian's address is MO 58, Environmental Protection Agenc~, 

Research Transle Park, North Carolina 27711. 
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LibertT Jfatual. Ie ..... Center 
11 Fnnkl mel Boad 
HopJd.D:tDn, JU. Ol.l1t8 

Dear Bob. 
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oct 8, 1916 

F1rat o~ all, -..:r I expre.. .,. peraoD&l. appreciation to 70u tor JOur ft_ 
eftorte nth the UJ/8 __ letter? :r kDov how .uch lIOrk it 1IWJt invol.ye 
:in pttiD& it o.t, aDd I ..at be 0_ or lnmdrecls that JOu kDov DOthiD8 
about that read flYerr word •••• aDd profit bT itl JfaDT thanksl 

Tho1l8ht 1011. Jd.&ht be interested in the eDCloaed. The ibOO r~ frosted ., 
eapeci&l.q 81 .. _ Ud in. r Ud to raise the additional. 1.300 bT 
teacJd DC a BASIC clan to the public on WIT 01111 tt.e and also contributing 
1100 ot .,. 01lJ1 • .,... !hen tbq bill lUI ror -400 after we had sent 1100. 

i det:1D1teq 1I1ll DOt 10 to au.J' ruture 'Y8r1Jion at the •• pr1.ces (U ve keep 
Ver IIIc). I don't kDow 1Ih&t will happen, but us llttle CUP can't 
afford updates tbia often. I haY. an 611d.th 81: aDd dual mS6 etc ... 
Jf;f lIho1e budpt ~or the .,.ar 1. 1600, which 1Dc1udea .ILL aintan_cel 
DIe 1e rap1.dlT _cOllI D& a tour-letter _rd. 
Ve are pr .. elltl.T us1.Dc the nos ad. a tV. The udeo i. coaaole device, &Ill 
the ft!' is used .. LPr. (lIowver, I can _chanic&l.q nitch d.erl.ce codes aDd-..., the. arouDl). Siuce tha ftI hu about 3,000 !lours on it, r haT. 
Deen lookiDg ~ar a .. tend.D&1. •••• aDi eapec1allT 0_ that vol1ld be suitable 
forllperaoDlllw tora letten tro. our acbrInfstration. In other words, no 
dot _~1x or special. 1IIpact paper thl.Dp.. The Selectric .e .. d to fit 
the bUl, 80 1d.th the help ot·a k1Dd. parent 1d.th 11000, .e orctered. the 
.lD:UPr80n-uacoblon au Se1ectr1c. fhe7 usured. us allve bad to do v .. 
"Pluc it in-.... e bad KIA. interface •• (but..,-be chance the baud rate, vh:l.ch 
I could ~). It pluagK in tiDe, lRtt obYious1,.. to _ after .. e lot it, tDS 
1 t lIOuldn t liOrk .. 1 t vunl t JSCn, or ena. BCD, bu.t ao_th:1.Dc called 
eorreapoDd.ence Code, whatever tbat 18. So, I paebcl it up aDd ahipped back. 

Do 70u bow of aJJT LPr or teralnal (used at about 1 to 2,000 dollaro) that 
would vork?? It muJt be a wtJpar1teril tace, and at leut 3Ocps, aDd I 
guns, accept JBCIT.... (I kDov V8r7 11 ttle about such thiDp .. cod •• , but 
_ a vh1s vi th BiSIC1) J:DT help JDu could liTe lUI would be appreciated ••• 

a;:; 
Chase .Ambler 
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NOTE ON THE .DEASSIGN COMMAND 

WITH THE ADVENT Of OS/8-VERSION 3 (AND NOV 3C) CAME THE DEMISE 

Of ONE Of THE NORMAL SYSTEM COMMANDS: THE .DEASSIGN COMMAND. 

IN PREVIOUS VERSIONS Of os/8 THIS COMMAND COULD BE USED TO CLEAR 

ANY USER ASSIGNED DEY ICE NAMES WHICH MIGHT INTERfERE VITH THE 

PROPER OPERATION Of THE PROGRAM. fREQUENTLY USED IT TO CHANGE 

THE ASSIGNMENt or DSK rROM ONE TAPE TO ANOTHER. HCWEYER,UNOER 

VERSION 3 THE .DE COMMAND IS ONLY AVAilABLE UNDER eCl (IN SPITE 

Of WHAT THE os)i HANDBOOK SEEMS TO IMPLY) AND WITH CCL DISABLED 

(OR EVEN REMOVED, PERISH THE THOUGHT - BUT IT SA~ES A lOT Of 

SPACE!) IT IS POSSIBLE TO .ASSIGN DEY ICE NAMES, BUT NOT TO .DE 

ASSIGN THEM. CLEARLY THIS IS QUITE ANNOYING, BUT EVEN WITH eCl 

ENABLED IT IS NO lONGER POSSIBLE TO EXIT fROM A PROGRAM, 00 A 

.DE AND THEN RESTART BECAUSE THE 'NOT-RESTARTASLE' BIT GETS SET 

AND I SUPPOSE tHAT THE PROGRAM ITSElf GETS CLOBBERED SOMEHOW. 

ALL THIS IS MOST UNSATISfACTORY, BuT fORTUNATELY THERE IS A TRICKY 

WAY AROUND IT: THE BREAK COMMAND IN DDT USES THE ASSIGNMENT TABLE 

fOR ITS OWN PURPOSES, SO yOU CAN HIT CTRL/e, TYPE .ODT, THEN 'B', 

ANOTHER eT~l/C, AND A .ST TO RESUME THE PROGRAM WITHOUT CLOBBER-

ING ANYTHING. THIS IS ALSO A LOT fASTER THAN USING eCl TO DO A 

.DEASSIGN - ~T LEAST ON A TAPE SYSTEM! 
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I have lately been wo~ with RALF code often generated via the FORTRAN IV compiler 
and I found thtlt in these cases the tools provided by DEC for the programmer were 
inadequate. I have therefore dme the following to fix this. 

1) The FORTRAN n compiler has a neat trick of inserting the FORTRAN statement 
into the RALF sources as a comment. I wrote a small FORmAN program which 
will do this: It takes a FORTRAN listing file together with a HALF source file 
(can be produced in one compUation by the syntax • Compile TEST.FT/A-LS)oo 
The prograJn will also delete the statement numbering produced by the FORTRAN 
compiler if you wish. The statement numbers have to be included in the compilation 
as they are used by the FORT program to synchronize the FORTRAN and the RALF 
sources. 

2) CHEF contains an option to support HALF.. The support for RALF is _ however, 
very poor in the standard ver&ion. I decided to see if! could do anything with a 
reasonable amount of work. I am not going to recode CREF.. I wrote a patch which 
will do the following: 

a) It adds several but not all FPP symbols to RALFoo This means that crossreferencing 
a FORmAN output does not include sev"}ral hundred references to FAD~FLOAD .. 

b) I made * a legal character but it is treated by CREF and output in the CREF 
table as [. This is not a major difficulty" however. ~veral problems remain 
when using CREF with RALF code but I think these problems are" if not acceptable 
at least such that it is still worthwhile using CREF. I think DEC could do a bit of 
work on eRE!' to fix it. 

- /FUNCTIONS: 
/1 ADDS SEVERAL BUT NOT ALL FPP SYMBOLS TO RALF 
/ THE SYMBOL _LIT IS ALSO ADDED TO REMOVE MANY 
/ (IN LARGE PROGRAMS SEVERAL 100) REFERENCES 
/2 • IS A LEGAL CHARACTER BUT MAPPED(AND OUTPUT) AS [ 
./ 
/U /M WORK IN COMBINATION WITH /R (/P=/U) 

/PROBLEMS REMAINING *** DEC DO SOMETHING**** 
/A RALF ALLOWS TAGS TO HAVE THE SAME NAME AS AN OPERATOR 
/ THE CODE JMP JMP IS POSSIBLE IN RALF 
/ IF A FORTRAN VARIABLE IS GIVEN SAME NAME AS A PERMANENT 
/ SYMBOL (EO JA OR KSR)IT IS NOT REFERENCED 
/ 
/8 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/C 
/ 
/ 
/D 
/ 
/ 
/SlILL 

RALF ALLOWS A SYMBOL TO BE FOLLOWED BY A , IN 
POSITIONS WHEN IT IS NOT A DEFINITION 
EG JA *100,S 
THE LAST SUCH OCCURANCE WILL BE FLAGGED AS 
DEFINITION 
CREF DOES NOT RECOGNIZE THE RALF SYMBOLTABLE 
ALL NAMES IN THE TABLE(INCLUDING SECTION FLAGS AS X) 
ARE CROSSINDEXED 
SEVERAL FPP SYBOLS AND MOST RALF PSEUDOOPERATORS ARE 
DEFINED THIS DOES NOT INFLUENCE THE FIV 
PROGRAMMER BUT WELL THE RALF CODE PROGRAMMER 

IT IS BETTER THAN WITHOUT THE PATCH 

NOT 

The comment transfer program (COMRAL. FT) and the overlay to CREF can both be obtained 
from me. They will be submitted to DECUS later when I make a new submittal of my bits and 
pieces tape. Note that in the CRE F overlay the DEC patches are included. If you want to d(' 
any patching besides that done by the overlay, you have to be careful as there is very little 
room left in CREP. 
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FUrther notes re FRTS and a~IC with a non-TD8E 2-page system handler 

'l'"ne latest versions of' FRTS W 4) and BASIC W 4A) operate slightly 

diff'erently from those (FRTS with no version I., BASIC V 3.0) described in 

Nevsletter 1116. The following modifications should be made to those notes. 

1. FRTS (V 4) 

Here the TD8E handler is recognised b,y finding 0003 in the f'ield 0 aooress 

stored in 12756. Thus 12756 contains 1612 and 12755 contains 7"[75. The 

instruction-changing operations start one location earlier, i.e. the TAD 

(cDF MAX) occurs at 12674, but the subroutine itse1:f is unchanged. 

2. BASIC (V 4A) 

Again, the 0003 in 01612 of the TD8E handler is used, but othervise 

operations are more or less as before except for some minor changes o~ 

address. 

Thus 561, 2556 and 7314 of BLOAD .SV contain 1570, to test the system 

device code; 566 and 2555 conte:in the address 7612, and 565 and 2554 contain 

Tl75. The test for 6223 in 7642 is still there at 7372, and the special 

addresses tor changing (& testing) are in 557-61 and 7370-73. The change routines 

now start at 503 end (as before) 7256. The operationsin BASIC.FF are unchanged. 

I. M. TempI eton 
National Research Council of Canada 
Ottawa, KlA OR6, Canada 
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Notes Yrom Ernst Lopes Cardozo. Utrecht. Holland. 

GHAIN & RETURN 

One of the ~hings I always missed in aSIA is ~he possibility 
to call a program as a subroutine. i.e. a c"~in with return. 
It turns out that this ~eature can easily be implemented. 

As you may have noticed. the last loca~ion oT T1s1d 1 is not 
used by OS/A, AYter bootstrapping the system thie word 
contains a zero. To call a program you should LOOKUP the 
savefile of your own program (which must be on SVS:) and 
deposit the starting blocknumber in location, 17777. Next 
you LOOKUP the program that should be calle~ and perform a 
normal CHAIN to it. ~hen this program is finished and 
returns to the keyboard monitor (7600 or 7605) OS/A will 
chain back to your program. To have this' feature. the 
following pat~h must be applied to aSIa (the format of Spy 
is like DDT. with blocknumber.offset): 

.R Spy 
*SY5: 

11.1/ 6211 5277(CR) 
11.77/ XXXX 6211(LF) 
11.100/ XXXX 1663(LF} 
11.101/ XXXX 7450(LF) 
11.102/ XXXX 5202{LF) 
11.103/ XXXX 3311(LF) 
11.104/ XXXX 3661(LF) 
11.105/ XXXX 6201(LF) 
11.106/ XXXX 6212(lF) 
11.107/ XXXX 4422(l}) 
11.110/ XXXX 0006(LF) 

JMP PATCH 
PATCH. CDF 10 

TAD I (7777 
SNA 

JMP back to normal 
DCA BLOCK 
DCA I {?777 
COF n 
elF 10 
JUS I USR 

CHAIN 
BLOCK. 0 

Note that arter return to your program location 17777 will 
be zero again. Application ir this mechanism revealed that 
BASIC does modify the top four locations in field 1 (both 
the old (V3) and the new (V3C) versions. ~s far as we could 
unscramble the code. BASIC.FF tries to save and restore the 
top four locations in the highest field. which are used by 
BATCH. Unfortunatly the save operation is (sometimes ?) 
inhibited so that the restore moves the first rOUT locations 
of the command decoder area to 17774-17777. The following 
patch cures the problem: 



.GET SYS RASIC.FF 

.ODT 

14352/ 1020 5742 
·C 
.SAVE SYS BASIC.FF 

PALS V10 the symbol table. 
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This is a comment on the article of J. van Zee in the 
newsletter H1B. As documented in the aSIA System Release 
Notes (V03C) the new version does interpret the IK switch. 
but in a dlfrerent way. ~ithout IK the program will keep 
the USR in CDre to speed UP assembly or small programs. In 
that case you have room for 636 symbols. With IK yo~ get 
897 symbols (all in 8K). 

STANDARDIZATI~N oT RUBOUT SEQUENCE 

Now that aSIA is frequently runned on virtual machines. i.e. 
in the backgrcund of a realtime and/or timesharin~ system. 
the need for standardization of the RUBOUT machanism is 
stronger than 9ver before. Especially in systems where the 
aSIA job is swapped between memory and secondary storage. 
echoing of keyboard characters must be done by system 
software in order to avoid unaceptable delays. In general 
this is not difficult and its is very well possible to 
detect which output characters comming from the background 
program are echo Tor the input characters. So the system 
sortware may drop the superfluous echo characters. However. 
1n case the input character is AU80UT. nothing can be said 
about- the reaction of the background program. A quick 
inventarisation reveals the following: 

OS/8 (Keyboard Monitor and Command Decoder): 
if this 1s the first RUBOUT in sequence: 
character: Ec~o backs lash before the echo 
normal charater after a series of RUBOUT. 

echo backs lash 
Echo the deleted 

of the first 

OS/8 BASIC: echo backarrow (underline) for each AUBOUT. 

EDIT. BASIC runtime input. FORTRA~ IV input: echo backslash 
for each RUBOUT. 

TEeD: echo the deleted character. 

With video terminals rapidly filling the world. a number c~ 
new possibilities have emerged. Those terminals supporting 
the BACKSPACE function can be driven with backspace. space. 
backspace to remove the deleted character from the screen. 
It is one of the advantages of the virtual machines that the 
foreground system can give a reaction a~apted to the type of 
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terminal attached. while the ~S'A system can be left 
unmodified. However. t;iis j.s only possible if the standard 
reaction or aSIA and other b&ckgrouno programs is easily 
detectable Tor the Toreground soTtware. I think it would be 
wise to return to the old standard oT a single backslash Tor 
each RUBOUT received. 

A BUG IN RALP V60A (PORfRAN IV) 

RALP has a probl •• with aodulee who •• ESD require. aore than 
one outbut block. Such aodul •• will result. e.g. fro. a FORfRAN 
subproar .. with references "to 50 or aore co_on blocks. 

The p~obl •• is ~hat incorrect relocatab1e will result i~ any 
of the HALF ~O devic •• use 2-pag. nonBy.te. handlers. (I've Y.ri~ied 
this only ~or ~he !!!1 output device. but think it's true tor the 
·others as .ell,. 

!be proel •• can be avoided by having all files reside on SYSt. 
fAe probl •• is due ~o • aection of code (location 6400. HEwac.) 

which deteraine& whether there ar. aay other handlers and. if 
80, run8 around patching all 1oca~ions tbat r.~.r to bufter ar •••• 
Unfortunately. it mi8B •• ona (the constant (-OUBUF-)77 at la.a1ion 
5711 in BSDBUP). fbis problem will ~e reported to DEC and .e.ms 
easily fixable/patchable. 

~o deteraine it the prob1.. exists in your co~iguration. 
co.pile the prograa 

COSON IBUGI/Ai 
CO_ON /BOO2/ A2 

• 
• 
• 

COMMON IBUGso/ASO 
S~P 
BND • 

request a listing with the LOAD. and see it the map includes all 
50 blocks or not. In our 8Y8~a., which has a 2-page (special. local) 
line-printer handler, ~he problem w1ll occur if c~~iled with. IF 

·and not it not. 

--Dan Smith 
Eye Reaearch Institute 
2Ct". Staniforc! St. 
Boston. .A88. 02114 

Oct. 29th. 1916 
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DIGITAL EGUIPMENT COMPUTER USERS SOCIETY 
MAYNARD. MASSt:.CHUSETTS 017!!541 TEL.. BS7-e1111 TWX 710 347-0212 

DECUS LIBRARY NOTE 

DECUS has received se~ra1 inquiries from users for tne list of 
programs in the library on diskettes (RXul). The DECUS library 
present1y has very few programs to off~ to these 'users. We encourage 
users to submi. t programs on diskettes to help facilitate the requests 
being rece..i..ved. 
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